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The meeting was called to order by Enrique Ruspini at 9:05AM
Ruspini welcomed everyone and introduced past and current IEEE Directors and
distinguished guests.
Roll call taken.
Ruspini introduced Toshio Fukuda, Division X Director, who shared highlights of his
12 year tenure with IEEE. In addition, he presented an overview of the IEEE Board of
Directors meeting held in Beijing.
The agenda, as published in the AdCom book, was adopted.
The minutes of the 2000 AdCom meeting (Cernobbio, Italy, July 2000) were
approved.
Ruspini presented the consent agenda as originally included in the AdCom book,
further revised to include the recent appointment of Professor Laszlo Koczy as Chair,
Regional Interest Groups Committee. The consent agenda included three items: (1)
Approval of Presidential Appointments of Society Officers, (2) Approval of Awards
Committee report, (3) Approval of revised FUZZ-IEEE’2003 budget (resubmitted and
reviewed by ExCom).
Laurel Kaleda recommended that the names of the award nominees not be published
prior to the approval by AdCom pointing out that publishing the names could have an
impact on the awards. Cliff Lau indicated that, unfortunately, because of timing
problems, it is hard to get early approvals, because the Adcom meeting is usually one
day prior to the day of awards. Toshio Fukuda agreed with Kaleda and recommended
that, at the next meeting, the names be withheld.
Charles Robinson indicated that the problem may be solved by AdCom E-mail vote.
At that point, the awards would have been approved and could be published. He
requested that item #2 be removed from the agenda and discussed during the Awards
Chair report. .

Motion (Ahmadi, Lau second): Approve consent agenda as amended by
removal of item #2 from the agenda (to be discussed during Awards
Chair report).
Passed unanimously.

President Report – Enrique Ruspini
New Sponsoring Society:
Enrique Ruspini presented a request by the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement
Society to become a new NNC Sponsoring Society

Motion (Salam, Robinson second): IMS be accepted as a new NNC
sponsoring society.
Passed unanimously.

E-mail Vote Policy:
Ruspini discussed a recent request by the IEEE for Societies/Councils to develop
explicit policies for E-mail voting. After introducing, as background, article C.7 of the
NNC Constitution, he introduced a motion by ExCom to adopt the following statement
as NNC E-mail voting policy:
Committees of the Neural Networks Council may vote on matters before
the committee by email where, in the opinion of the Committee's Chair,
matters requiring action can be adequately handled in that manner. All
voting members of the committee are to be notified of any such
proposed action. The email vote shall provide for three voting
alternatives: approve, not approve, and defer to next meeting. If none
of the alternatives receives a majority of eligible voting members of the
committee, the one with the least vote will be dropped until one of the
remaining alternatives receives a majority. If a majority of voting
members of the committee is not achieved, the matter will be referred to
the next committee meeting. In no event, shall the period allowed for
email vote be less than two weeks.
In the subsequent discussion, Charles Robinson pointed out that E-mail voting was
consistent with article C7.5 of the NNC constitution, which states
Business of the Council may be transacted by correspondence, or other
telecommunications means when in the opinion of the President matters
requiring action can be adequately handled in that manner. All voting
members of the Council should be informed by such interim actions,
and a majority of the Council must be reached for ratification of the
actions, if balloting is necessary, unless otherwise provided by the
Constitution or Bylaws.
Motion (ExCom) Approve E-mail policy (per statement) was passed:
Vote: Yes 22

No 1 (Fukuda)

Abstention 1

Significant Issues:
NNC Finances:
The Council is in excellent financial position. Net worth as of 31 December is
3,004.61K. The surplus in 2000 was $489.8K
Ruspini discussed the significant financial loss incurred by the Institute in 2001, its
causes, and its impact on the finances of S/C, in general, and on those of the NNC, in
particular. In order to offset losses at the Institute level, it will be required to reduce
the overall S/C reserves by $15.3M. The NNC reserves, in particular, were reduced by
approximately $371K. It is also projected that further reserve reductions of $600K will
be incurred by the NNC due to expected Institute financial losses in 2001.
The Institute is developing a new financial process intended to better identify financial
streams and expense allocations while providing safeguards for expected economic
circumstances.

Book Broker Program:
Ruspini discussed recent difficulties monitoring NNC participation in the Book Broker
Program in 2000. The problem was caused partly by a large payment —based on
submitted printer invoices—for IJCNN’99 Proceedings by BBP to INNS of $106K
and in part by the choice made (unknowingly) by IJCNN’2000 organizers to choose a
printer not participating in BBP.
These problems have been addressed by agreement with BBP on a policy for
maximum payment to conferences and by specific monitoring of conference
agreements with specific printers. Ruspini announced also the appointment of T.-J.
Tarn as corresponding member for TAB Products Committee. He will work with Pat
Thompson and Mark Vasquez to assure proper liaison with the BBP office and to
facilitate NNC management of BBP affairs.

Computational Intelligence Package:
Ruspini next discussed problems with implementation of the Transaction-bundling
offer known as “Computational Intelligence Package.” Because of the NNC status as a
Technical Council, its publications are listed, in the IEEE Renewal Brochure, as part
of the offerings of the Council-sponsoring societies. This lack of specific information
regarding NNC offerings (i.e., Councils do not have membership) led to a brochure
where hardly anybody could find the NNC bundled-transactions offer. Furthermore,
the IEEE Publications staff had difficulties in finding IEEE members who had taken
advantage of the offer.
VP, Publications T.-J. Tarn is working closely with the IEEE Publications staff to
solve the problem.

Other significant information items:
TAB Council Review:

The Council is being reviewed in 2001. NNC
Publications were reviewed in June 2001. TAB’s
Publications Review Committee highly commended
the Council for the quality and management of its
publications. A full review of the NNC will be
conducted by the TAB Society Review Committee
in November 2001.

Societies/Council Association:

The NNC is engaged in talks with the Robotics and
Automation Society, the Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics Society, and the Industrial Electronics
Society to identify possible joint initiatives and
study possibilities for sharing of common
supporting staff resources. There are no significant
developments to report at this time.

Nanotechnology Council:

The NNC is a supporter of the Nanotechnology
Committee and its technical activities. Cliff Lau
and Litsa Tzanakou have been appointed as NNC
liaisons to the Nanotechnology Committee.

Historical NNC Records:

IEEE is compiling a history of the NNC. Ruspini
requested those that have access to pertinent records
to please mail them to him.

Institute-level Awards:

Xin Yao, TC Chair, Evolutionary Computation
received the IEEE Donald G. Fink for best survey
paper in IEEE Publications in 1999-2000.
Charles Robinson received the 2001 IEEE
Distinguished Services Medal.

Transition to Neural Networks Society:
Ruspini described recent efforts to transition the Council to a Society, to be called
“Neural Networks Society.”
For the past year, Excom officers have been attending TAB meetings and TAB
retreats. We have, otherwise, established extensive TAB contacts since February 2000.
In the context of these events, we have made inquiries about the possibility of the
NNC transitioning to Society status and found significant support for such a transition.
At the TAB meeting in June 2001, Ruspini presented arguments in support of the
creation of the NNS. Following his presentation, TAB approved, by a vote of 29 to 12,
the transition of the NNC to NNS “in concept”. The “in concept” qualification refers
essentially to completion of formal transition requirements (i.e., filing of a budget
plan) plus consent from the current NNC AdCom to complete the process of creation
of the NNS.
Ruspini presented an abridged version of his presentation to TAB, which pointed out
the excellent financial state of the Council, its strong conference and publication
programs, the potential for the new Society and its growth, and the benefits of
becoming a Society.
Ruspini then introduced the following motion by ExCom:
Motion (ExCom):
The President of the NNC is directed to continue his efforts to complete the
process of creation of the IEEE Neural Networks Society and to submit all
documentation and plans required by the IEEE TAB.
Following Roberts Rule of Order regarding motions pertaining directly to the
presiding Chair, Ruspini removed himself as Chair of the meeting and turned the Chair
over to Cliff Lau at 10:20 AM.
Laurel Kaleda presented an opposing side, arguing the NNC should remain a council.
(Kaleda’s presentation is attached as Appendix 1 to these minutes.)
In subsequent discussion, Ruspini responded to the presentation by Kaleda and to
various inquiries from members of the Committee.
Charles Robinson raised a point of order indicating that, according to Roberts Rule of
Order, an individual should not speak again until everyone wishing to speak has been
able to do so.
Robinson further moved (seconded) to replace ExCom’s motion with the substitute
motion:
Move that the Neural Networks Council becomes the Neural Network Society

During subsequent discussion, George Lendaris moved (seconded) to amend the
substitute motion so that Robinson’s motion be used as a preface to the main ExCom
motion.
Motion (Lendaris, seconded ): Substitute motion by Robinson be amended to
append original ExCom motion, i.e.,
The Neural Networks Council becomes the Neural Network Society, and the
President of the NNC is directed to continue his efforts to complete the process
of creation of the IEEE Neural Networks Society and to submit all
documentation and plans required by the IEEE TAB.
Vote:
Yes 14
No 9
Motion to amend passed.

Abstain 0

Motion (Robinson, seconded, further amended) : Original motion by ExCom is
substituted by substitute motion by Robinson as amended to append original
ExCom motion, i.e.,
The Neural Networks Council becomes the Neural Network Society, and the
President of the NNC is directed to continue his efforts to complete the process
of creation of the IEEE Neural Networks Society and to submit all
documentation and plans required by the IEEE TAB.
Vote:
Yes 23
Motion to substitute passed.

No 0

Abstain 0

Motion (ExCom, as substituted by Robinson, amended by Lendaris):
The Neural Networks Council becomes the Neural Network Society, and the
President of the NNC is directed to continue his efforts to complete the process
of creation of the IEEE Neural Networks Society and to submit all
documentation and plans required by the IEEE TAB.
Voting Yes – 18
Motion passed

No - 0

Abstain - 5

Cliff Lau turned the Chair back to Ruspini at 11:20 AM
Subsequent presentations dealt with information items on preliminary versions of
proposed documents and statements to be sent, after further review, to TAB. These
documents, summarized by Ruspini, Lau, and Wilamowski, include:
!

Petition signatures

!
!
!
!

Field of Interest Statement, to be identical with current NNC FOI statement
except that the word “Council” will be replaced by the word “Society.”
Proposed NNS Constitution and Bylaws
NNS Membership Offerings
Proposed Regional structure

Documents used during these presentations are attached as Appendix 2 to these
minutes.
In subsequent discussion, AdCom members offered their views on various issues
regarding proposed organization and bylaws of the new Society.
In particular regard to the total term of service commitment by Presidents (i.e., the
total time of service as President-elect, President, and Immediate Past President), an
informal poll was conducted to gauge AdCom feelings in this regard. The results of
this poll were as follows:

3 year commitment (1 yr. PE, 1 yr. P, 1 yr. PP)
4 year commitment (1 yr. PE, 2 yr. P, 1 yr. PP)
6 year commitment (2 yr. PE, 2 yr. P, 2 yr. PP)

Vote - 4
Vote - 18
Vote - 0

Nominations / Elections – Clifford Lau
Clifford Lau presented an overview of the 3 positions open (President-Elect, Vice
President for Conferences, and Vice President for Technical Activities).
The candidates nominated by the Nominations Committee for the position of
President-elect (1 year term) were:
Evangelia Micheli-Tzanakou
Fathi Salam
Nominations were requested from the floor but none was made.
Candidates Micheli-Tzanakou and Salam presented short statements supporting their
candidacy.
The candidate nominated by the Nominations Committee for the position of Vice
President, Conferences, (2 years term) was
Marios Polycarpou
Charles Robinson was nominated from the floor (Bonissone, seconded).

Candidates Polycarpou and Robinson presented short statements supporting their
candidacy.
The candidates nominated by the Nominations Committee for the position of Vice
President, Technical Activities (2 years term), were
Mohamed El-Sharkawi
Jim Bezdek
Nominations were requested from the floor but none was made.

Candidate El-Sharkawi presented a short statements supporting his candidacy.

AdCom adjourned for lunch at 12:15 PM.
Adcom was called back to order at 1:15 PM.
The meeting went to Executive Session at 1:15 for discussions on the candidates, and
Clifford Lau closed discussions on the candidates at 1:25 PM.
Ballots were distributed and counted.
Evangelia Micheli-Tzanakou was elected NNC President-elect (2003
President).
Motion (Robinson, seconded): All election ballots be destroyed after the
election.
Passed unanimously
Further nominations were requested from the floor for candidates to the position of
VP, Conferences. Ahmadi (seconded) nominated Fathi Salam. Fathi Salam declined
the nomination and withdrew his name
The meeting went in to Executive session at 1:25 for discussions on VP Conferences.
Clifford Lau closed discussions on the candidates at 1:40
Ballots were distributed and counted.
Marios Polycarpou was elected NNC, VP Conferences (2002-2003)
Clifford Lau opened the floor for nominations for VP TA
Mohamed El-Sharkawi nominated Charles Robinson, motion was seconded by Majid
Ahmadi. Charles Robinson declined the nomination and withdrew his name.
The meeting went to exec session at 1:45 for discussions on VP Technical Activities
and Clifford Lau closed discussions on the candidates at 2:00PM.

Ballots were distributed and counted.
Mohamed El-Sharkawi was elected NNC, VP Technical Activities, (20022003)
President-Elect – Piero Bonissone
Bonissone presented a brief report (included as Appendix 3 to these minutes) of the
TAB Publications Review Committee Review of NNC publications held in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, on June 21, 2001.

VP Finances Report – Dan Wilamowski
Wilamoswki presented the proposed 2002 NNC budget remarking on the excellent
financial position of the Council and its ability to control expenses (The detailed
presentation is included in the AdCom book).
Motion (Finance Committee): Approve the proposed 2002 budget.
Vote: Yes

No: 0

Abstain: 0

VP Publications – Tzyh-Jong Tarn
T.-J. Tarn summarized the ongoing bundling problem impacting awareness of the
Computational Intelligence Package. He is interacting with IEEE Publications. As of
July 14, 2001, IEEE has been able to find we have 363 subscribers to the bundling
package.
The Editors-in-Chief of the three NNC Transactions (Jacek Zurada, James Keller, and
David Fogel) reported on the status and plans for their publications.
The Editor of the NNC Newsletter (Gary Yen) reported on the evolution of the
recently-started electronic Newsletter, its contents, and future plans.
Tomasz Cholewo presented an overview of the NNC WWW site, emphasizing the
forthcoming availability of a system for review of manuscripts submitted to NNCsponsored conferences.
Motion (Lau, seconded): AdCom recognizes the efforts of all Editors
and compliments them on a job well done.
Passed by acclamation

VP Conferences – Evangelia Tzanakou
Litsa Tzanakou presented a status of the NNC Conferences and presented several
motions from the NNC Conferences Committee.

Motion (Conference Committee):
To approve the proposal submitted to hold a joint IJCNN and FUZZ-IEEE in
2004 in Budapest, Hungary. The proposal is appoved subject to the following
conditions:
(i) the joint meeting is not to be called mini-WCCI
(ii) the dates of the meeting should be July 25-29, 2004,
(iii) there should be a single registration but two separate proceedings.
(iv) Corrections and clarifications should be made to items M1e, M3c, M3o,
M3p (in the budget sheet).
(v) The organizers of the joint IJCNN-FUZZIEEE should also revise item 5a
(in the Technical Meeting Request Form) to show 100% of NNC financial
commitment and item 10 (in the Technical Meeting Request Form) to state
that NNC is the sole entity selling Proceedings sold by Societies.
(vi) Other cooperative entities and levels of commitment (donations) should
be listed in item 5b.
A revised TMRF should be submitted within 60 days For ExCom review and
approval, then transmitted to AdCom for review and consent.
Vote:

Yes - 21

No - 0

Abstain - 1

Motion to reconsider (Robinson having voted yes on the motion, seconded)
Vote to reconsider:
Yes – 11
No – 12
Motion to reconsider failed

Abstain – 0

Motion (Kaleda, Robinson seconded):
Excom restricts forwarding of advance payments to proposed IJCNN-FUZZIEEE’2004 conference until a spending plan is submitted with a more detailed
budget.

Vote:

Yes – 20

No – 0

Abstain - 1

Motion (Conferences Committee) to approve the budget for CEC 2003
Move to approve for CEC 2003, with General Chair, venue, date, and budget,
with its option that the Congress be jointly hosted with IE Australia as
indicated in the proposal (under 4.1)

Motion (Fogel, seconded)
Amend motion to request proposers to revise budget, noting particularly items
M3A, M30, Book Broker Expenses, Social Function Expenses,
Administrative Expenses, and to resubmit budget to VP, Conferences for
AdCom reconsideration.
Voting on the Motion to Amend:
Yes – 19
No- 0

Abstain - 0

Amended Motion:
Move to approve for CEC 2003, with General Chair, venue, date. Budget, with
its option that the Congress be jointly hosted with IE Australia as indicated in
the proposal (under 4.1), to be revised, noting particularly items M3A, M30,
Book Broker Expenses, Social Function Expenses, Administrative Expenses,
and to resubmit budget to VP, Conferences for AdCom reconsideration.
Vote on the amended motion:
Yes - 21
No – 0

Abstain - 0

Motion (Conferences Committee):
Approve proposal for organization of VIMS 2002 (2002 International
Symposium on Virtual and Intelligent Measurement Systems) proposal subject
to the following changes:
(i) Dates should be changed so that VIMS 2002 does not conflict with WCCI
2002
(ii) NNC should de listed as “technical co-sponsors” rather than as providing
“technical cooperation”
Revised budget to be resubmitted for ExCom approval with AdCom consent.
Discussion ensued on the proposed motion,
Motion (El-Sharkawi, seconded):

Call the question
Vote:
Yes - 19

No – 1

Abstain – 0

Vote on the main (VIMS 2002) motion:
Approve proposal for organization of VIMS 2002 (2002 International
Symposium on Virtual and Intelligent Measurement Systems) proposal subject
to the following changes:
(i) Dates should be changed so that VIMS 2002 does not conflict with WCCI
2002
(ii) NNC should de listed as “technical co-sponsors” rather than as providing
“technical cooperation”
Revised budget to be resubmitted for ExCom approval with AdCom consent.
Vote:
Yes - 20

No – 3

Abstain - 0

Motion (Conferences Committee):
Approve the chair, venue and budget for CIFER 2003 subject to revisions be
made to correct and/or clarify the following items:
(i) M12 (IEEE Bookbroker),
(ii) S3* (surplus should be at least 10% of estimated expenses,
(iii) S3 (surplus should be at least 10% of estimated expenses),
(iv) M3g,
(v) T2H (speaker fee and travel expenses)
Revised budget should be resubmitted within 60 days.

During subsequent discussion, George Lendaris pointed out that the proposal in the
AdCom book actually included two proposals. Micheli-Tzanakou clarified that the
proposal being considered was that with a bottom line of $150K.
Jennie Si moved to amend the proposal.
Motion (Si, seconded):

Approve proposed Conference Chairs and venue for CIFER’2003. Budget to
be resubmitted within 30 to 60 days noting requested revisions and sent to
AdCom for E-mail vote
Vote to amend:
Yes - 18

No– 0

Abstain – 3

Vote on the amended motion:
Yes – 23

No – 0

Abstain-0

Litsa Tzanakou expressed thanks to Tomasz Cholewo for his support of the
Conferences Committee and asked for AdCom recognition. Tomasz was recognized
with applause.

VP Technical Activities – Fathi Salam
VP, Technical Activities Fathi Salam presented an overview of technical activities
noting initiatives to organize workshops and recent problems with the TC in
Computational Finance. The latter problems were successfully resolved recently with
the appointment of Professor Lei Xu as Chair, TC, Computational Finance.

Newsletter Expansion
Salam discussed the joint activities of the Technical Activities and Publications
committees to expand the technical activity newsletter.
In closing, Salam challenged everyone to get involved with a technical committee and
to bring forward new ideas for Council expansion and development.

Technical-Committee Chairs Report
Lei Xu presented an overview of the CIFER 2003 committee. He has enhanced the
committee by bringing in academic experts.
Futher Committee Reports:
By general consent, AdCom agreed to modify the agenda so as to eliminate verbal
presentation of the reports of other Technical and Standing Committee Chairs, with the
exception of the report by the Chair of the Awards Committee. These reports are
included as part of the AdCom book.

Awards Committee Report
Mary Lou Padgett discussed the award recommendations contained in the report
originally included as part of the consent agenda.
Motion (Padgett, seconded):
Accept the Awards Committee report modified to include the word
“CONFIDENTIAL” on the report’s header.
Vote:

Yes: 23

Opposed:

Mary Lou moved to accept the amended report modified to include with the word
confidential on the top, seconded by Mohamed El-Sharkawi.

Old Business
None

New Business
David Fogel made a motion (seconded) to thank Enrique Ruspini and to Excom for
their work in securing IEEE approval of a Neural Networks Society.
Enrique and ExCom were recognized with applause.
Ruspini expressed his thanks for the hard work and support of the outgoing NNC
Excom officers, Clifford Lau and Fathi Salam. Cliff and Fathi were recognized by
applause.
Majid Ahamadi moved to adjourn the meeting, the motion was seconded, and the
meeting adjourned at 5:25PM.

Next Adcom Meeting
May 12, 2001, Honolulu, Hawaii

